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 A polar bear cub, barely ten months old,

 leaps out of the waves onto the gravel beach.

  She shakes the sea off and looks around.

  There are lots of other polar bears on this spit of land.

 But she doesn’t see her mother.



  Screaming, the young cub searches

  in one direction, then another.

 She sees lots of adult females—

 but none is her mother.

   The cub runs away, screaming even louder.

  Whether orphaned or lost,

 the cub is among strangers—

  most much bigger than she is.





It’s early October. The polar bears have spent the summer

  on Wrangel Island, far north of Russia 

   in the Arctic Ocean, trapped

 because the drifting pack ice they roam has melted.

 They must wait for the patchwork quilt of ice

   to return, so they can hunt for seals and whales

 from these floating life rafts.



 But this summer has been warmer than usual.

 The polar bears crowd together 

   on a spit of land stretching out into the sea and wait

 for the ice that is late in coming.

    The young cub roams among them,

searching for her mother.



  When another female with a cub blocks her way and growls,

  the young cub bolts from the spit, heading inland.

 She runs over rock-studded, ice-crusted tundra up a steep slope.

   This past December, on another hillside, she was born in a snow den.

  Her mother kept her close, safe, and well fed,

 even after she climbed out of the den in early April.

Polar bear cubs usually stay with their mothers two to three years.

  But this cub is already alone—on her own.
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